CP718 – Systems Shutdown Procedure

1. Ensure that all items are clear from around the vehicle, including the roof and slide-outs. Often branches and the like are blown into the antenna/roof area, so please check this area well.

2. Stow the DirecTV (tiny) dish:
   a. Press and Hold Power Button on the Winegard “Trav’ler” Controller until displays stowing. The system will display stowing and shut down automatically when complete.

3. Stow the Internet (big) dish:
   a. Press and release the “-” button twice (2) within two-four seconds. The system will display stowing and shut down automatically when complete.

4. Power off all TV’s.

5. Power off all PC’s (Workstations only NOT the brain) – Start > Shutdown
   a. Computer monitors should be left on. Do NOT turn them off.
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6. Turn off all “small” breakers except the shoreline breaker noted on the panel.

7. Turn off main “large” breaker

   a. ***BREAKER MUST BE OFF BEFORE SWITCHING POWER***
8. Pull the “COMM 3” fuse button out to turn off circuit breaker

9. Follow the instructions for the UPS shutdown:
10. Turn power selector to off
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11. Ensure that all obstructions are clear from inside and outside of the slide-outs

12. Ensure all chairs are stowed
   
   a. Conference room chairs are stacked on each other and secured with a strap on either side

13. Retract slide-outs doing both front or both rear and then the opposite.
   
   a. Try to avoid doing one “side” at a time as it may affect the leveling of the vehicle

14. Check the underside of the vehicle for obstructions

15. Open leveling compartment and select retract
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Once Jacks retract the “ALL UP” light will illuminate and vehicle is ready for travel.